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Augumenta
Augumenta makes software that turns augmented reality into a
tool for enterprises. The software suite improves worker
productivity by displaying relevant data to workers and allowing
them to interact with their infrastructure in the most innovative
and practical way.
www.augumenta.com

Firstbeat
Firstbeat is the leading provider of physiological analytics for sports
and well-being. We transform heartbeat data into personalized
insights on exercise, stress and recovery.
www.firstbeat.com

Metron
Metron is an Energy Performance Operator. It harnesses the data
to detect and implement all the energy efficiency levers. Energy is
reconsidered and converted into a profit centre in order to build
sustainable eco-systems with the industrial sector.
www.metronlab.com

Sellforte
Sellforte provides advanced analytics to optimize marketing,
campaigns and promotions in retail.
www.sellforte.com

Softability Group
Softability designs and develops customized AR/MR/VR solutions
for its customers combined with cloud and AI services.
www.softability.fi

Steerpath
Indoor wayfinding out of the box for mobile solutions. Including
industry leading indoor positioning tech and maps wrapped into
intuitive UX with beautiful UI.
www.steerpath.com
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Summa Semiconductor
Summa Semiconductor provides flexible, scalable and cost-efficient
manufacturing services from small batches and prototyping to
larger volume production.
www.summasemi.com

TOIP
Toip Oy provides state of the art solutions including seamless
secured data flow, data storage and analytics including reporting
solutions for industrial customers. Its solutions allow customers to
improve efficiency, reduce maintenance cost and increase total
availability leading to increased profitability of the operations.
www.opentoip.com

Unseen
Unseen Labs provides an agile way to try out new ideas and create
real prototype to speed up your R&D and innovation.
www.unseen.fi

Vaisto Solutions
Vaisto is a forerunner in the world of Deep Tech. They fuse
technology and minds to help customer develop winning products
and experiences. Vaisto’s tools leverage cognitive systems and
augmented intelligence.
www.vaisto.io

Wellmo
Wellmo is a mobile health platform for insurances and healthcare
providers. Wellmo allows insurance companies to effectively
leverage a wide range of third-party apps, international and local
health service partners as well as assets they have already built for
themselves.
www.wellmo.com

